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A strong radial electric field is expected not 
only to reduce the anomalous transport but 
also to reduce the neoclassical diffusion in he-
liotrons. Experiments with tangential NBI 
heating in the CHS (l = 2, m = 8 heliotron 
device, NIFS) have shown the strong negative 
radial electric field in the plasma periphery[!]. 
In non-axisymmetric configurations the radial 
electric field could be determined by the am-
bipolarity condition and the large positive ion or 
negative electron radial flux is considered to en-
hance the observed negative radial electric field. 
Recently, we have shown the large drift orbit 
deviation of tangentially injected NBI particle 
from the original magnetic surface to occur the 
prompt orbit loss in the CHS[2]. This beam loss 
flux would enhance the negative radial electric 
field especially in the plasma periphery. 
In this paper we study the beam orbit loss 
effects on the radial electric field in heliotrons 
solving the time development of radial electric 
field as 
eo(l +err> (1V~2 ) ~ ( d!<;>) 
= efrZ:am +:Lear%+ l:Raf (1) 
a a 
where the summation is taken only for the ther-
mal species, and rZ:am is the radial flux of the 
beam ions calculated by the Monte-Carlo simu-
lation code and r:f is the radial fluxes of the ther-
mal species a due to the 1/v ripple diffusion[3]. 
The residual term l:a Raf is the Coulomb fric-
tional flux of the fast ions with thermal species 
and is neglected in this calculation. 
We first calculate the radial flux due to beam 
ion prompt loss using the Monte Carlo simula-
tion code. Figure 1 shows the radial loss flux in 
the CHS (co-injection, n = 0. 3 x 1 020m-3, B 0 = 
0.928T). We can see the large radial loss flux 
taking the maximum value at r - 0. 7 a. Then 
the radial electric field is estimated solving the 
eq. (1) (Fig. 2). We find an enhancement of the 
strong negative radial electric field at the pe-
riphery due to the radial flux of escaping beam 
ions. This shows that the beam orbit flux plays 
an important role in generating strong negative 
radial electric fields as observed in CHS. 
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Fig. 1: Plot of radial flux due to beam ion orbit 
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Fig. 2: Build up of radial electric field due to 
beam ion loss flux 
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